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ITUATED in a wide and fertile plain oi1 the left bank of the Gua-

dalquivir, to the right of which lies the typical quarter of
Triana, this incomparable city of Sevilla with its 205.000 inhabitants, is the representative of the various civilizations which one
by one left their splendid trace on Andalusia. Under the name of
Hispalis it was the capital of Bÿtica, the old name for Andalusia.

Julius Caesar called it Julia RomT.da, and with the neighbouring
city of Itÿlica it bears witness to the importance of the region in

the Roman period. Later on it was the capital of the Viaigoths until
Athangil transferred the court to Toledo; it served as residence to
St. Hermengil and was the seat of two Councils: San Isidoro re-

presents the intensely cul-

tured life of this historic
period. In 712 the city was
taken by the Arabs, recovering its importance with

the fall of the Caliphate of
T

underlying meaning which

red by Ferdinand 111 of

they possess for the thoughtful visitor.
The Aledzar, built on the
site of what was residence
of the Almohade Sultans,

struggles with Sancho the
Bold. A king whose name is

and modified with the pas-

closely linked with the historical and legendary past
of Sevilla is Peter the Crueÿ
or the Just. The Catholic
Sovereigns established their

sing of the centuries. The
work of construction was
directed by Moorish architects, the doorway of the
Court of la dVlonterÿa, the
principal court or Patio
Mayor, the Court of the

court in the city, which
with the discovery of Ame-

rica had greatly increased
in size and importance,

acquiring the distinction of
chief Transatlantic port.
The i6th century was a
period of enormous prospe-
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both for their variety and
beauty, and for the deep

C6rdoba. It was reconque-

Castile, the Saint, in 1284,
and remained loyal to Alfonso X, the Wise, in his

The Giralda

of its own peculiar style;
all these make a special
appeal to the emotions,

Dolls (Patio de las lVlufiecas) and the Hall of Ambassadors (Saldn de Emba-

jadores), being of special
importance. We must mention too, the Court of the

rity for Sevilla, thanks to

Maidens (Patio de las Don-

the monopoly of commerce

cellas), the plaster Rooms

with the Indies secured by
its Board of Trade. The various ups and downs of its.

(Salas de Yeso), the Oratory
of the Catholic Sovereigns,
the great chapel on the

economic life did not affect

ground floor with valuable pictures and of original design. The
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its importance as a wealthy

Baths of Maria de Padilla, the Paviiion of Charles V, the Door

and populous city, specially

brought from Marchena, all add interest to the charming picture
formed by the myrtles, the orange and palmtrees, the fountains, and
the characteristic coloured tiles known as azuleÿos.

privileged with regard to its monuments, its situation, and the

advanced stage of development of its art and letters. The City o/
Grace (Ciÿ,dad de la Gracia). never ceased to be a busy hive of work,
and the wood-felling of Tablada, together with other causes which
we will examine shortly, have brought about the growing industrial
and agricultural prosperity or Sevilla.
Unique in appearance and character, Sevilla is among the cities
of the world which have the most personality, being, especially in
Spring, a centre of universal atraction. The streets of its typical
quarters, the houses with grilles, their patios, and their iron gates;
the gardens and parks; the wealth of monuments; the mass of traditions and records of the most varied nature; the special peculiarities

of its life both within the city and in the country round; the everpresent picturesque element which in Sevilla is but the manifestation

The Cathedral, built on the site of the old mosque is one of the
most famous and beautiful of Christendom. Its architecture is Gothic, but Arabic and Plateresque art are also admirably represented.
The temple is obIong in form with five imposing aisles. The principal chapel or Capilla Mayor owns a reredos by Dancart which is
a master-piece of Gothic stalls, a magnificent lectern, and tile interesting Plateresque railing. In the Renaissance Capilla Real or
Royal Chapel, by Martin Gainza stands the image of Nuestra Seflora
de los Reyes, the patron saint of Sevilla, a gift of St. Louis of France
to San Fernando and at the foot of the High Altar in a silver urn

lies the body of this king, while the remains of other royal personages
are buried in the Pantheon of this chapel.
The Treasusy, which is situated in the Capilla Mayor. has mons-

trances chalices, crosses,

San Pablo or la Magdalena, with a Baroque altar and mural paintings

reliquaries, weapons, and

by Lucas ValdSs; the Chapel of the University, designed by the Jesuit

all kinds of jewels in gold

Father Bustamante in the second half of the I6th century, which
is also a monument of religious character. This latter chapel is

and precious stones; the
rich ornaments used ill
the great processions and

|

worthy of a visit for the pairings by 1Roelas, Pacheco and Alonso

festivals; the Tablas A1-

Cano, sculptures by Montafiÿs, and various Renaissance tombs, the
work of the Italians Grazini and Aprile Carona.

fonsinas, a beautiful reliquary presented by Alfonso the Wise, and other

The Caridad Hospital, built in 1664 by Don Miguel de Mafiara,
is notable for its doorway, the design of which is attributed to Murillo, and for the pictures by this artist and others by Valdÿs Leal

objects of incalculable
value. In all the other

chapels, in tile Main Sacristy, alld in the Chapter House, there are ar-

tistic works of all kinds,
and in particular pictures by Murillo, Pacheco,
ZurbarSn, Cano, Valdÿs
Leal, Vargas, E1 Greco,
Goya, etc. The most precious jewel of all, a legacy from the Arabs, and
to-day incorporated to

which it possesses, together with other notable works of art. Ano-

ther Famous hospital is that of the Venerables Sacerdotes, in the
heart of the quarter of Santa Cruz, a foundation by the canon Justino de Neve. The church is notable, and the adjoining courtyard
very fine.
Other monuments which contribute to the enormous archaeolo-

gical and artistic wealth of Sevilla are the following: the Tower o[
Gold which dates from the time of the Almohades, and was used
as a treasury by Don Pedro; the Casa de Pilatos (House of Pilate),
the property of the Duke of Medinaceli, a building in Mudejar style;
the Palace o/ las Dueÿas, which belongs to the Duke of Alba, and

the Cathedral is the faPhoto Loty
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mous Giralda Tower, a
real marvel of grace and
symmetry. A minaret ill
the I2th century, other

parts were added to it ill the I6th century by the architect Ylern£n
Ruiz. The lovely tower is crowned by the statue of Faith which
serves as a weather-cock and is known as the Giraldillo.
Sevilla is very rich in churches and convents. It would be impossible to mention all, but among the most important are: The
Sagvario, entered by the Court of Orange-trees a i7th century Ba-

roque building with the High Altar which it one of the works of
Pedro lÿold£n, and the famous relief of the Descent [rom the Cross,

which it attributed to Montafiÿs; San Lorenzo Mdrtir and old mosque
in which is found the chapel of Nuestro Padre Jesÿis del Gran Poder,
a superb sculpture by Juan de Mesa; Santa Catalina, with a notable
panelled ceiling in the principal aisle; E1 Salvador with an interesting
Baroque (Churrigueresque) reredos; San Marcos, an old mosque
which preserves its original tower; Santa Aria, a combination of
Romanesque and Mudejar styles; Santa Paula, one of the most im-

portant temples in the city for its Gothic doorway with decoration
of polychrome pottery, a work which is unique of its kind; San Cle-.
mente, a I3th century foundation, with a curious carved ceiling, the

tomb of Queen Maria of Portugal, and a painting by Valdÿs Leal,
Maria Luisa Park
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is a combination of Arab, ogival, and Renaissance styles; tile Town

Hall, a fine Plateresque building; the Palace o[ San Telmo built for
a naval school and to-day a seminary; the Tobacco Factory, in Baroque style; the University, to the church of which we have referred
earlier, etc. Of great importance is the Provincial Museum of Fine
Arts installed in the old Convent of la Merced. The archaeological
department consists almost entirely of objects found in the excavations in Itÿlica. The important Sevillan school of painting is amply represented by pictures of Murillo, Roelas, Herrera El Mozo

(Junior), Herrera El Vie]o (Senior), Zurbarhn, Castillo, Valdds Leal,
etcdtera; there are also pictures by modern artists, and those presented to the Museum by the wodow of the painter Villegas. It possesses
also various sculptures by Martinez Montafids. The archaelogical
Museum installed in the lower storey of the said Convent contains
zt number of sculptures of Roman and Arab epochs.
This very personal character which the city displays in its every
nook and corner is accentuated by the festivals and fairs, two distinct
manifestations of its urban life which are most typical and characteristic. Holy Week is famous for the solemn splendour of its religious services and processions, wffich afford spectacles of the most

moving description, the religious celebration being followed by the
merriment of the Fair, which marks the culminating point if the
Spring season in Sevilla. The Cruz de Mayo (May Cross) is another
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noted festival, while of the Romerias, which are pilgrimages to the
country, the most important is that of the Rocto, at Whitsun.

Sevilla is so fascinating that the visitor will ask nothing better
than to wander through its typical quarters, or the splendid Maria
Luisa Park encountering fresh delights at every turn. Prolonging
his walks into excursions, however, there are many places well worth
a visit, more or less prolonged: there is Itdlica with its interesting
ruins; Sanliponce, with San Isidoro del Campo, the Mudejar convent
which contains a famous reredos considered by some to be the
masterpiece of the great artist Montafids; Alcald de Guadaira, Carmona, Mairena del A lcor," Sanhÿcar de /Barramcda, following the course
of the Guadalquivir, and seeing on the way San Juan de Anal/arache,
a delicious excursion, as is a!so that to Aracena with the famous
Maravillas grotto: Palos and la Rdbida, with their memories of
Columbus, etc.
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